
With Our Powerful Solutions:

• Ensure visual, verified driver accountability for daily 
bus inspections  

• Identify critical repair requirements, automate work 
orders and streamline maintenance scheduling  

• Obtain real-time and historical high-definition (HD) 
GPS data simultaneously for easy, one-step routing 
adjustments

• Develop more precise routing and use HD GPS data 
to better analyze bus routes and pick-up sites

• Identify and set alerts for driver deviations from 
posted speed, time, distance, idling and more 

Transfinder integrates seamlessly with Zonar 
to bring you a suite of partner solutions built to 
optimize routing, increase fleet safety and improve 
shop productivity.

Enable two of your most demanding transportation departments with the powerful combination of Zonar-Transfinder 
solutions. Benefit from making more informed routing, scheduling and planning decisions using Transfinder’s solutions 
in concert with Zonar’s high definition GPS fleet tracking. Save money by eliminating costly paperwork, reduce the risk of 
missing critical repairs, and streamline maintenance work orders with real-time, seamless data access into Transfinder’s 
fleet maintenance software, Servicefinder, collected from Zonar’s patented Electronic Verified Inspection Reporting 
(EVIR®) system. 

ALLIANCE
PARTNER

Streamline Routing.
Improve Fleet Reliability and Safety.

Transfinder Servicefinder

Transfinder Busfinder



Interested in learning more about the Transfinder and Zonar integration? Contact your appropriate sales representative:
Transfinder | 440 State Street, Schenectady, NY 12305 | 800.373.3609 | www.transfinder.com
Zonar | 18200 Cascade Ave S. Seattle, WA 98188  | 206.878.2459 | www.zonarsystems.com

How Does It Work?
Gain greater visibility into fleet operations. Zonar V3™ telematics control units capture and transmit vehicle GPS data 
to provide a more precise Transfinder routing and mapping experience. Interface Zonar V3 and Transfinder’s GPS analysis 
tool, Busfinder, to display bus locations and path-points on Routefinder Pro routing maps for greater visibility to where 
buses should be—and what they should be doing. Track driver habits and driving variances such as planned vs. actual 
stops, travel speeds, idling and more. And with Zonar Ground Traffic Control®, telematics data is translated into important 
operations insight that drives every function of your fleet’s business. 

Improve student safety. Don’t just know who’s on the bus with Zonar Z Pass™, Zonar’s student ridership visibility 
product. Busfinder and Routefinder Pro, when used in conjunction with Z Pass, incorporates invaluable current and 
historical ridership data from student entry and exit off each bus to better plan and optimize routes—all in one simple, 
easy view. In emergency situations, these combined solutions work in concert to quickly locate passengers and take 
immediate action – such as re-routing – to ensure student safety.

Reduce fleet downtime. Zonar’s Electronic Verified Inspection Report (EVIR®) system acts as an electronic, verifiable log 
to prove that inspections are being performed accurately and consistently—and ensures the vehicle is in good operating 
condition. Integrate EVIR repair data into Servicefinder, Transfinder’s fleet management system, to identify critical repairs, 
automatically generate work orders and increase maintenance crew efficiency. Servicefinder also allows you to schedule 
technicians and repairs, manage parts inventory with precision, control overtime and supply costs, and more.


